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(57) ABSTRACT 
A device for protecting an internal combustion engine 
operating on a gasolene-oil mixture as fuel by cutting 
off supply of fuel to the engine when the mixture con 
tains no oil, thus stopping the engine before any dam 
age occurs. Oil is fed through a first channel to a mix 
ing chamber. The gas is fed through a second channel 
to the chamber. The mixture is fed through a third 
channel from the chamber to the carburetor of the en 
gine. When the flow of oil in the first channel fails, the 
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PROTECTION DEVICE FOR ENGINE OPERATING If the needle valve is blocked in some manner, as for 
ONGAS-OIL MIXTURE example by dirt, the pressure built up closes valve 40. 

The increase of pressure in cavity 22 forces piston 26 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION further downward to seal channel 38 whereby no fuel 

5 is fed to the carburetor and the engine stops before any 
Snowmobiles use internal combustion engines using damage can occur thereto. 

a gasoline-oil mixture as fuel. Should the oil component If the oil flow through port 14 ceases valve 42 closes, 
disappear from the mixture, the engine can be damaged the decrease in pressure in cavity 22 allows the piston 
or destroyed because of faulty lubrication. o to move upward because of the tension of spring 30 and 
My invention is a device which, when installed in 10 the bottom section 26A of piston 26 seals channel 38 

such a vehicle or indeed installed with any such engine, and the engine stops as before. 
will cut off the supply of the mixture to the engine and While I have described my invention with particular 
stop the engine before any damage occurs in the event reference to the drawings, such is not to be considered 
that the oil component disappears. as limiting its actual scope. 

In this type of engine, oil is fed from a supply tank to 15 Having thus described this invention, what is asserted 
a needle valve in a mixing chamber. Gasoline is fed to as new is: 

As Miing occurs and the mixture is 1. In combination with an internal combustion engine 
t E. a.l t carburetor. Should the having an oil filled crankcase and carburetor, a device valve cog and prevent oil flow, the pressure at the for mixing oil and gasoline together, said device cutting 

valve increases and this increase actuates a piston to 20 off the flow of the mixture to the carburetor when the 
block the channel. Should the oil tank rundy, a de mixture contains no oil to protect the engines from 
crease in pressure actuates the piston to block the damage, said device comprising: 
class, block f the ch fifth an oil feed channel for receiving oil under pressure; 

neither case, blockage of the channel cuts o e a gasoline feed channel for receiving gasoline under 
supply of the fuel mixture and stops the engine. 25 pressure; 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS a mixing chamber wherein oil and gas are mixed, said 
chamber communicating with the oil feed channel 
and the gasoline feed channel; 

conduit means for feeding the mixture from the 
In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a cross sectional side view of the invention; 

and 30 chamber to the carburetor; 
FIG. 2 is a view along 2-2 in FIG. 1. a crankcase feed channel receiving oil that circulates 
DETALED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED in the crankcase; and 

EMBODIMENTS pressure sensitive means coupled both to the crank 
case feed channel and the oil feed channel and con 
nected to the conduit means, said pressure means 
permitting said mixture to flow to the carburetor 
whenever a preselected relationship is established 
between the pressure of oil in the crankcase and 
the pressure of oil in the oil feed channel, said pres 
sure means blocking said mixture flow whenever 

Referring now to FIGS. 1-2, a block 10 has spaced 35 
inlet ports 12 and 14 which receive gasolene and oil re 
spectively under pressure as supplied from suitable gas 
olene and oil tanks via suitable pumps. A pressure port 
16 is connectd via a hose to the crank case of a snow 
mobile engine. Thus the pressure of the oil in the crank 40 
case bears upon the upper surface 18A of diaphram 18 
via cavity 20. The lower surface 18B of the diaphram these pressures lack said preselected relationship. 
exerts pressure via cavity 22 to vertical channels 24, 26 2. The device of claim 1 wherein the pressure sensi 
and 28. tive means comprises. 
When pressure in the crank case is normal for opera- 45 a pressure chamber; ... 

tion, the pressure developed by the diaphram is exerted a flexible diaphram dividing the pressure chamber 
through channel 24 against the top end of piston 26. into a first portion communicating with the crank 
The piston is forced down against the tension of spring case feed channel and a second portion communi 
30, as adjusted by screw 32 until circular opening 34 cating with the oil feed channel; and 
surrounding port 36 is aligned with channel 38. so a piston having an opening which when aligned with 
At the same time, the same pressure exerted through the conduit means permits the mixture to flow to 

channel 26 causes one way valve 40 to open. The pres- the carburetor and when out of alignment with the 
sure of the oil supplied at port 14 is greater than the conduit means blocks the flow, said piston being 
diaphram pressure whereby one way valve 42 is vertically movable, one end of the piston being 
opened. The oil then circulates through channels 2655 spring biased, the other end of the piston being sub 
and channel 28 onto needle valve 44 (as adjusted by jected to the pressure in the second portion of the 
screw 46 and spring 48 bearing against seal 50). The diaphram. 
gas under pressure flows through channel 52 to the 3. The device of claim 2 further including a first one 
needle valve when oil and gas mix. The mixture flows way check valve disposed between the oil feed channel 
through channel 38 and opening 34 to outlet port 54 60 and the second portion of the pressure chamber, and a 
which in turn is connected to the carburetor. The de- second one way check valve disposed between the sec 
sired mixture then is fed to the snowmobile engine in ond portion and the mixing chamber. 
conventional manner. sk sk. k. xk k 
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